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1. INTRODUCTION 
If RG is the group ring of the finite group G over the commutative ring 
R with identity, we denote by U(RG) the units in RG. For a two-sided 
ideal Z in RG, the congruence subgroup of U(RG ) with respect to Z is defined 
as 
V,(RG)={~+XEU(RG),XEZ}. 
In particular, for gR, the augmention ideal of RG, i.e., the kernel of the 
augmentation map 
E,: RG+R 
we put 
V(RG) = : IQRG). 
Then V(RG) is the set of normalized units in RG, and we have 
U(RG) = V(RG) x U(R). 
If there is a homomorphism 
cp: V(RG) + G, 
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split by the natural inclusion 
I: G -+ V(RG), 
we say that V(RG) is split (via cp). The question was first posed by Dennis 
in 1976 [Dl, D2]. 
(1.1) For which G and R is V(RG) split? 
Apart from interest eo ipso, a splitting of V(RG) has a considerable 
impact on the isomorphism problem; we shall elaborate on this connection 
later in this Introduction. 
The question (1.1) has received much attention recently in the case 
R=Z (see, e.g., CM, PS, CSW, RS]). 
We quote here the most far reaching result: 
(1.2) THEOREM (Cliff-Sehgal-Weiss [CSW] ). Let G be a finite 
metabelian group, A an abelian normal subgroup and G/A abelian of odd 
order. Then there exists a splitting of V(ZG) “coming from an ideal.” 
Using ideas similar to those of Jackson [J, Rl 1, they were able to prove 
(1.3) COROLLARY [CSW]. Zf G is as in (1.2), there exists a natural 
decomposition 
V(ZG) = N ] G, 
with N torsionfree (we use ] to denote the semi-direct product). 
For some further results on splitting we refer to [RS]; in particular it 
was shown there that the condition “G/A of odd order” is necessary, by 
proving that the Frobenius groups G = C,3 3 C8 and G = Cz4, j Cl0 do not 
allow a splitting of V(ZG)--here C, is the cyclic group of order n. 
Though for metabelian groups a splitting of V(ZG) occurs rather fre- 
quently, the behavior of non-abelian simple groups is quite different. We 
have obtained the following result for groups, in which the Schur indices 
are all one, and which do not have an irreducible character of degree 2, and 
we suspect the result to be true in general’. 
(1.4) THEOREM I. If G is non-abelian simple and not isomorphic to 
PSL(n, q) for some integer n’> 1 and a prime power q, then V(ZG) is not 
split. 
’ This degree 2 irreducible condition is supeffluous for simple groups; however, it is needed 
in the more general setting of the proof. 
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The above restriction on the Schur indices arises from the fact that 
SL(n, 52), for 52 a maximal order in a finite dimensional noncommutative 
skewfield, apparently is not always understood. The restriction on the 
degrees of the characters is imposed by the exceptional behavior of 
X(2, D), 0 the ring of the algebraic integers in an algebraic number field: 
the congruence subgroup problem is solved by Bass, Milnor, and Serre 
[BMS] only for SL(m, D), m 2 3. 
The basic point is that if there is a splitting, then applying the con- 
gruence subgroup theorem we can find a normal subgroup N of 
V= V(ZG), such that, up to a few modifications by abelian groups 
V/N is just about units in some finite ring 
N is contained in the normal subgroup giving the splitting. 
But the only simple non-abelian composition factors of the units of a 
finite ring are PSL(n, 4)‘s. 
We next turn to the connection between splittings of unit groups and the 
isomorphism problem: 
(1.5)) When does RG 1: RH-as R-algebras-imply G 1: H? 
We shall demonstrate this connection in two instances. 
(1.6) PROPOSITION. Let G be nilpotent and R an integral domain of 
characteristic zero with pR # R for every prime divisor p of IGI. Assume that 
V(RG) is split. Then RG N RH implies G N H. 
Because of its simplicity we include the proof here: 
Proof This is based on our 
(1.7) LITTLE OBSERVATION. Let R be any comutative ring with identity 
and assume that 
cp: V(RG) + G 
is a splitting. 
(i) If H < V(RG) and Hn Ker rp = 1, then H is isomorphic to a sub- 
group of G. (This hypothesis is satisfied, for example, if H is finite and 
Ker cp is torsionfree.) 
(ii) If RG N RH, we may assume this isomorphism to be augmented, 
and so V(RG) = V( RH). Now, Hn Ker cp = 1 implies HZ G. 
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To prove (1.6), let 1 # h’ E H n Ker rp. Since H is nilpotent, we then can 
also find an element 
1 #hEZ(H)nKer cp, 
where Z(H) denotes the centre of H. 
Our hypotheses on R imply that we may use a result from Higman’s 
thesis (see also [S, p. 80, 2.41) which states that the centres of G and H 
coincide in RG = RH. But then h cannot lie in the kernel of cp, and we have 
reached a contradiction. 1 
(1.8) Remark. If G and R are as in (1.6), we put Z, =Z(G), Z(X) 
denoting the centre of X and for i> 1 we define Zi by 
Let 
Zi/Zi- 1 =Z(G/Zi- 1). 
Vi = V~,,RG(RG), 
where 3i t RG=RG ORZ 3. , IR’ 
Then we get a filtration of normal subgroups 
l<V,< ... < Vi< . . . < V, = V(RG), 
and a result of Jackson [J] shows that 
Vi/Vi& 1 N T, x zi, 
where Ti is torsionfree. However, if 
cp: V(RG) + G 
is a splitting, it is not obvious to us that then necessarily Ker cp must be 
torsionfree. 
COROLLARY (Sandling [Sal). Let % be a finite nilpotent algebra andput 
G =: l+%={l+n:n~%}. Zf R is as in (1.6), then an isomorphism 
RG = RH implies G N H. 
ProoJ: G is obviously nilpotent, and the ring isomorphism 
gR-+% 
induces a splitting V(RG) + G. The result then follows from (1.6). 
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Remark. Recently Rohl [RS] has taken up the above ideas and has 
proved that ZG N ZH implies G N H, provided G = 1 + ‘3, where % is 
a-not necessarily finite-nilpotent algebra. 
(1.9) PROPOSITION. Let cp: V(RG) + G be a splitting and assume that, 
for all x E Ker cp offinite order dividing [Cl, RG as R(x)-module is not free. 
Then RG N RH implies G N H. 
Proof. If h E H, then surely RG = RH is free as R(h)-module, and so 
h d Ker cp and statement follows from (1.7). 1 
We next turn to modular group algebras. Because of the examples of 
Dade [D] which show the existence of nonisomorphic, nonnilpotent finite 
groups, which have isomorphic group algebras over every field, the 
modular isomorphism problem is of interest only for fG, G a p-group and f 
a field of characteristic p. It was proved by Passi and Sehgal [PSe], that 
fG ‘Y fH implies G N H in case f = Z/p?? and G is a nilpotent p-group of 
class 2 and exponent p. By a result of Ault and Watters [AW] every such 
group G is of the form G = 1 + 9I for a nilpotent f-algebra !R; ‘% can even 
be chosen to satisfy the hypoteses of our next result. 
(1.10) THEOREM II. Let t = Z/p72 and let ‘$I be a finite nilpotent f- 
algebra satifying 
i(i) !IV=O, 
(ii) the centre of !JI has trivial multiplication. 
Put G= l+%; iffG1:fH then G=H. 
It seems at least plausible that, if G = 1 + ‘3 for a finite nilpotent f- 
algebra ‘3 satisfying (i), there also exists a finite nilpotent f-algebra 1111 
satisfying (i) and (ii) with GE 1 + %R. 
Finally, we turn to the question of modular splittings. For this we 
introduce some notation: RG has natural anti-involution 
*: RG+ RG, 
C rgtwx rgg-‘. 
g g 
(1.11) 
For any subset XC RG we put XC* > = {x E X: x = x* }, the fixed points. 
Now, let G be a finite metabelian group with an exact sequence 
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A and B abelian and B of odd order. Since B is of odd order, 
V(RB)(‘) n B= 1. We put 
~(RG)=z-‘(V(RB)(*)xB). (1.12) 
If R = Z, then p(RG) = V(RG), since in that case V(RB)(*) N V(RB)/B, the 
reason being that in odd cyclotomic fields the units of infinite order allow a 
real basis [L, p. 81, 4.11. 
Modifying the arguments of [CSW] in the proof of (1.2) we can prove 
(1.13) THEOREM III. Let G be as above and assume that A is an elemen- 
tary abelian p-group, B is an abelian p-group and put f = Z/pi?. There exists 
an epimorphism 
Q5: P(fG) --) G, 
splitting the natural injection 
I: G -+ t(tG). 
(1.14) EXAMPLE. Let f = Z/p& p odd, and let V= fc3) the 3-dimensional 
vectorspace over I. We put G = V j f, where the action of f on V is given by 
the matrix 
Then for p = 3, one has a splitting 
V(fG) -, G. 
Moreover, G is not of the form G = 1 + % for a nilpotent f-algebra !R. 
Proof: Let B= I be the natural complement. Then we have a com- 
position series 
Oc6=cbcfB. 
Hence V&B)= V&B)<*>, and this is equal to V(fB)*. Thus 
p((fB) = V(tB) and (1.13) gives a splitting. 
That G is not of the form 1 + 92 follows from a result of Kruse [K]. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
It is clear that a result like Theorem I needs for its proof an analysis of 
the group ring ZG, and thus we shall first fix our notation. Let G be a finite 
group. Then QG has a Wedderburn decomposition 
QG= fi Wn,, (2.1) 
i= 1 
where Ki are finite dimensional skewfields over Q, and (K), denotes the 
ring of (n x n)- matrices over K. In the proof of Theorem I we shall invoke 
some manipulations involving the functoriality of SL,, the special linear 
group. If d is a maximal order in a finite dimensional skewheld over Q, 
then SL,(d+defined via the reduced norm-does in general not enjoy 
these nice functorial properties, unless A is commutative. This is the reason, 
why in Theorem I we require the absence of Schur indices. 
The other part of the proof of Theorem I involves an application of the 
congruence subgroup theorem for SL, by Bass, Milnor, and Serre [BMS]. 
But these results are definitely false for SL,. This is the reason, why we 
assume that G does not have an irreducible character of degree 2. This 
motivates the following assumptions: 
(2.2) Let G be a finite group with the following properties: 
(i) G is perfect, 
(ii) G has no nilpotent normal subgroups, 
(iii) all Schur indices of G are trivial, 
(iv) G has no irreducible character of degree 2. 
(2.3) Notation. Let A be a maximal Z-order in QG containing ZG, then 
A has a decomposition 
i=l 
where Ai are maximal Z-orders in (K& (cf. (2.1))-note that Ki is com- 
mutative because of (2.2)--and we put 
SL(A)= fi SL(A,), 
i=l 
where 
SL(A,) = {x E U(Ai): det x = l}, 
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and U(ni) stands for the units in Ai. We then define 
SL(ZG) = U(ZG) n SL(A). 
We next have to turn to the structure of Ai: Let Ri be the ring of algebraic 
integers in Ki. If Mi is an irreducible AJattice, then as End,jMi) = R,- 
module we have 
where & are fractional ideals-note that Mi is uniquely determined-up 
to R,-isomorphism-by the element I-@= i %k in Cl(R,), the class group of 
Ri. 
Then 
Zi = End Endni(M,)(Mi) = End,, 6 ak 
( 1 
, 
k=l 
and the isomorphism class of Zi is uniquely determined by the element 
n$=, 91k in Cl(R,). If we put 2Ijj = 21z,‘21zI, then the ?I$) are fractional Ri- 
ideals, and we have the following representation of Ai in (ZQ, 
Let now I= O;=, Zi be an ideal in the centre of A, Ii # 0 an ideal in Ri, 
then Ai/ZiAil: (RJZ,),, 16 i<n; and we put 
SL(A/ZA)g fi SL,i(Ri/Zi). 
i=l 
We then have a homomorphism 
ICI: SL(A) + SL(A/ZA), 
whose kernel we denote by SL(Z, A), and call it the congruence subgroup of 
SL(A) of level I. SL(Z, A) consists of the matrices 
{l+~crxESL(n),xEn,crEz}. 
To define Z-elementary matrices, we denote by e:, the matrix of (&), with 1 
at the (k, I)-position and 0 elsewhere. The It-elementary matrices in Ai are 
the matrices of the form 
1 ni + &xkIek[ E sL( A i), k # 1, 
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where lmi is the identity matrix in (K&, X~,E QI$ and a E Zi. Let E(Z, A) be 
the subgroup of SL(I1) generated by the Zrelementary matrices in ni, 
1 < i < n. Then E(Z, A) c %(I, A). If Z is a principal ideal, generated by a, 
we shall write SL(a, A) and E(a, A) for %(I, A) and E(Z, A) respectively. 
Remark. We had to introduce this machinery, since there is no 
theoretical reason, why there should be an embedding 
ZG + fi (Ri),,; 
i=l 
i.e., why ZG should be contained in a maximal order which has trivial 
invariant in n;=, Cl(R,). On the other hand, we do not know of any exam- 
ple, where this is not possible. This obstruction also requires a modification 
of the congruence subgroup theorem of Bass, Milnor, and Serre, adapted 
to the above situation, which is needed to show, that for a splitting 
cp: V(ZG) + G, Ker cp contains a congruence subgroup. 
(2.4) C-S THEOREM [BMS]. Let Ai be a maximal order in (K&, ni 2 3, 
and let Zi be an ideal in Ri. Then SL(Z,, A,)/E(Z,, Ai) is isomorphic to a sub- 
group of the cyclic group of the roots of unity in Ri. (The notation is that of 
(2.31) 
Remark. As we were informed by H. Bass,2 this result is well known to 
the specialist. For the proof it is necessary to modify some results in Bass’ 
book on algebraic K-theory [B, CH.V] from GL(n, R) to units in a 
maximal order in (K),-these are more or less routine arguments. The 
crucial point then is that W, in BMS-notation [BMS, p. 4271 is indepen- 
dent of the chosen maximal order. 
We now come to the actual proof of Theorem I. Assume that we have a 
splitting 
cp: V(ZG) --f G (2.5) 
of the normalized units. We shall use the notation introduced in (2.3). 
(2.6) PROPOSITION. q induces an epimorphism 
cpl: SL(ZG) + G, 
and the kernel of cp , contains a congruence subgroup of A; more precisely, let 
c1= IGJ, then 
E( a, A) c SL( ZG) 
* In a personal letter to the first author from October 26, 1981 
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and 
SL(a*, A)cKercp,. 
Proof Since V(ZG)/SL(ZG) is abelian and G is perfect, ‘pi is surjective. 
We next recall, from [RS], that 
U(ZG) = U(A) n ZG. (2.7) 
Since Cm c ZG, we conclude E(cr, A) c SL(ZG), using (2.7). Moreover, 
,?(a*, A) is generated by the clth powers of elements in @a, A). If now 
u E (ZG), then ucL E Ker q, ; hence E(a*, A) c Ker cpr . By the congruence 
subgroup theorem (2.4), SL(a*, A)/E(a*, A) is abelian; but G has no 
abelian normal subgroup and thus SL(a*, A) c Ker pr. 1 
(2.8) PROPOSITION. We have an injective group homomorphism 
0: SL(ZG)/SL(a*, A) + fi SL,,(Ri/a2Ri), a = ICI. 
i= 1 
Moreover, 
Im o = ZG/a*A n SL(A/a*A). 
ProoJ: Let ~={p, prime, p[JGI}, and let Za=npsnZp be the 
semilocalization of Z at n; and put R,, = Z, Oz Ri, 1 <i< n. Since 7c 
involves only finitely many maximal ideals, R,, is a principal ideal domain, 
and thus (cf. (2.3)) all maximal R,,-orders in (KJ,; are isomorphic; i.e., we 
may assume 
and obtain then an injection 
6,: SL(A) + SL(Z, Oz A) = fi SL,&Rc,). 
i=l 
In addition we have the natural epimorphism 
7: h SLn,(Ri,z) + fi SLi(Ri,nIa2&,,). 
i= 1 i= 1 
Now Ri,,/a*Ri,, N Ri/a*Ri, and SO we get a composed homomorphism 
SL(A) -% SL(Z, Oz A) I, fl SL,,(Ri/a2Ri). 
i=l 
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However, ~L,,(R,/c?R,) is generated by elementary matrices and so a”,r is 
surjective. Hence we have the exact sequence 
1 - SL(a2, A) - X(A) “I SL(A/&i) - 1. 
Now 0 is induced from the restriction of cr’ to SL(ZG). 
To compute the image of (r, we note 
Im 0 c ZG/a’A n SL(A/a2A). 
Let n: ZG + ZG/a2A be the natural surjective homomorphism, and choose 
x E ZG with xn~ SL(A/a2A). Since 0’ is surjective, we may choose 
y E SL(A) with ya’ = xn. Then y = x + x’ for some x’ E a2A c ZG, and so 
~EZG; i.e., y~iifGnSL(A); but then by (2.7), ~ESL(ZG). 1 
Let now 
aR,= n pp, 
Y  E s, 
Pu,,i > O 
be the decomposition of (aRi) into different prime ideals in R,. Then there 
exists a natural epimorphism 
P: SW/a24 + II I-I SLn,(RiIPv)n,- 
i ves, 
Let now p be the composition 
SL(ZG) + SL(ZG)/SL(a2, A) -& SL(A/a’A) & n n SL,,(Ri/p,),i. 
i vs.!?, 
(2.9) LEMMA. In SL(ZG) we have Ker p c Ker ‘pr. 
Proof: By (2.6), SL(a’, A) c Ker cpl. Moreover, B is injective by (2.8) 
and Ker(gp) is nilpotent. Since G has no normal nilpotent subgroups, 
KerpcKercp,. 1 
Let now 
8i.v: A/a2A + tRilPv)n,, v E si 
be the natural map, and let 
be the restriction of d,,. When restricted to SL(ZG)/SL(a2, A) (cf. (2.8)) 
then this is just ap followed by the appropriate projection. In particular, 
there exists a pair of indices i, v such that Ker Qi,” n (G - 1 } = 0 (2.9). We 
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now fix this pair of indices. Let B = Im Qi,“, and put B= B/i-ad B, where 
rad B denotes the Jacobson radical of B. Since the units in B which are 
congruent to 1 modulo rad B are nilpotent, we conclude that for the com- 
position 
Ker@,nG=l. 
Hence we can find a simple ring direct summand B, of B such that the 
composition 
has Ker CD n G # G. Let B, = (f),, B, being a simple ring direct summand 
of B. 
(2.10) PROPOSITION. @ induces an epimorphism of the commutator sub- 
group 
@‘: (SL(ZG)/SL(u2, A))’ -+ SL,(f), 
which in turn induces an epimorphism 
G -+ PSL(m, f); 
moreover, m > 1 
Proof Since G n Ker @ # G, and since G is perfect, m > 1. Qi obviously 
induces a group homomorphism 
@,: SL(ZG)/SL(a2, A) + GL(m, f). 
Now, let XE SL,(f), and choose a preimage of 2, x1 in 
Im Gi,” n SL,,(R,/p,), Then there exist x E ZG/u’A n SL(A/cr2A) mapping 
onto x, (2.8); i.e., under the induced map 
CD,: SL(ZG)/SL(cr2, A) + GL(m, f), 
Im Q2DSL,(f). If A” denotes the derived group, we thus obtain an 
epimorphism 
@,: (SL(ZG)/SL(cr’, A))’ + SL,(f). 
Note, because G is perfect and because of the choice of m, S&,(f) is not 
solvable, and hence perfect. Since G is perfect 
G c (SL(iZG)/SL(a2, A))‘. 
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Now q~r was a splitting of SL(ZG), and hence CD* induces an epimorphism 
G + PSL(m, f). 1 
Thus we have shown that if a group G satisfying (2.2) and has a splitting 
q of V(X), then G has as epimorphic image a PSL(n, q), n > 1. This 
obviously proves Theorem I. 
Some of the PSL(n, 4)‘s do indeed have splittings. For example 
PSL(n, 2) N GL(n, 2), the units of n x n matrices over F2, always has a 
splitting for formal reasons. Explicit calculations show that 
PSL(2,4) N AS N PSL(2, 5) also has a splitting. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM II 
In this section let f = Z/pZ and (Jl a finite dimensional nilpotent f-algebra 
satisfying 
(3.1) (i) Wp=O, 
(ii) the centre of 9I has trivial multiplication. 
For a group or a ring A’ we shall write Z(X) for the centre of X. 
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem II; to show that G = 1 + 3 is 
characterized by IG. 
We recall that Z(fG) has as I-basis the class-sums K(g) = EXE G,CGCxj gX. 
We denote by [IG] the I-subspace generated by xy - yx, x, y E IG. The 
following result of Ward will be crucial in our proof of Theorem II. 
(3.2) PROPOSITION [W; S, p. 1101. The map 
PC: WG) * f(Z(G)), 
is a homomorphism of f-algebras, which is split by the natural inclusion 
j,: f(Z(G)) + Z(fG). 
In addition 
Ker pG = c k&g,) = Z(fG) n [IG]. 
&V-3 
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Hence there is a decomposition 
Z(fG) = t(Z(G))O (Z(fG) n [ICI). 
Let 9I be the f-algebra obtained from ‘9I by adjoining an identity, also 
denoted by 1. We have a f-algebra homomorphism 
q: fG --) ‘3. 
With some abuse of notation we shall denote the restriction of cp to the 
various substructures of fG (e.g., ideals, groups of units, etc.) also by cp. 
From cp we obtain the exact sequence of fG-modules-g, being the 
augmentation ideal of fG, 
o-I-+g&a-0 
which induces a splitting 
l- V,-+ I’(IG)-% 1 +%=G- 1. 
(For the notation we refer to the Introduction.) 
Because of our little observation (1.7), Theorem II will be proved, if we 
can show Ker cp n H= 1, whenever H is a group with IG = fH as augmen- 
ted algebras, Since with G also H is nilpotent, it suffices to show 
Ker pnZ(H)= 1. 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let 3t be the augmentation ideal of f(Z(G)). Then we have 
the following commutative diagram with exact rows 
I I I 
o-z,---+ a3f) ~Z(%)- 0 
1 T 
jc II 
o-3;----+ 3f rp2 Z(%)- 0, 
where the vertical maps are the natural inclusions. 
Proof Surely the top row is exact, and Z is by definition the kernel of rp, 
and cp maps Z(g,) to Z(S) = {z - 1: z E Z(G)}; hence cp maps Z(g,) onto 
Z(S). 
Thus it suffices to show Ker (P(3f = 3:. Let (zi - l)(z2 - 1)~ 3:, then 
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since by (3.1 )(ii) the centre of ‘S has trivial multiplication. Thus 
3: c Ker (~(3~. On the other hand, Z(G) is an elementary abelian p-group 
and f = ZfpZ, and so 
3t/3: N Z(G) = t ZP). 
Hence a comparison of the I-dimensions shows Ker cp 1 3t = 3:. 1 
We next prove the central lemma; the rest then will be more or less for- 
mal. 
(3.4) LEMMA. dqt~)n[tG]=o~ 
The proof will be done in three steps. The first result is well known to 
group theorists or at least essentially obvious, but we could not find an 
explicit reference . 
Claim 1. Let G be a p-group of exponent p and U a subgroup of G. 
Then there are elements x1 ,..., x, E G such that 
1 P;l 
Proof. This is an easy induction on the group order: Let JGJ =p’; we 
shall use induction on S. For s = 1 there is nothing to prove. If Z(G) c U, 
then we can pull back the coset representatives from G/Z(G) with respect 
to U/Z(G), and we are done by induction, G having exponent p. Thus we 
can assume that there exists a central element aE G\U. By induction we 
can find elements yr,..., y, in G such that 
G/(a) = fj p~lyfU(a)/(a). 
i=l k=l 
But then-noting ( a yf)j = ujyy-we have 
Claim 2. Let n E % and g E G. Then 
P--l 
1 ng’=O. 
i=l 
Proof. g=l +(-x), XE%, and we have (l-x)-‘= 1+x+ *** 
+ xp--. Hence (l-x)n(l-x)-‘=n+[n,x](l+x+ .*’ +xp-1). 
We now define 
n,:n++(l-x)n(l-x)-‘-n=[n,x](l+x+ ... +xpP1). 
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Since !I?’ = 0, we conclude nP,- ’ = 0. On the other hand, 
p--l 
n$-‘:nt+ c (1 -x)‘n(l -x)-i. 
i=O 
In fact, inductively one shows 
however, 
(“;‘)-{ -:;:;z;]modulop. 
Whence the statement. This proves Claim 2. 
We are now in the position to prove (3.4): According to the result of 
Ward (3.2) we have 
Z(fG)n [fGJ = 
i 
C kiK(gi) . 
g,4Z(G) } 
Hence it suffices to show 
Claim 3. Let (1 + n) E G be such that 
G#CG(l +n) (i.e., 1 + n #Z(G)); 
then 
c nx=O in %. 
x E G//GA 1 + n) 
(Here G//C,( 1 + n) denotes coset representatives.) 
ProoJ Put C = CG( 1 + n). Since by (3.1)(i) %J’ = 0, G has exponent p, 
and so we can apply Claim 1: 
1 P;l 
G=u u xjC(jC 
i=l j=l 
with t > 1 since C # G. Then we have 
=jg, (-n)+n=(-t+l)n, 
thanks to Claim 2. 
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IG:CI=p”=t(p-l)+l=tp+(-t+l). 
Thus --t+ l=Omodp, and so CxEG,,Cnx=O. 1 
This also proves (3.4). 1 
(3.5) LEMMA. Let po be the homomorphism from (3.2). Then pc makes 
the following diagram commutative (cjI (3.3)) 
o-z,- Zh3d ~Z(cJz)-0 
1 PC1 II 
o- 3: - 3r ‘p2 Z(%) - 0. 
Proof. cpl =pGq2 if and only if for every XE Z(g,) we have 
xcp, - xp,cp, = 0. However, x = xpoj, + y with y E Ker pc (3.2), since (3.2) 
jcpc = i4~z~c~~. Thus using (3.4), (3.2), 
The last equality follows from (3.3). 1 
We now come to the actual proof of Theorem II. Assume IG = fH as 
augmented algebras; i.e., gr = hr, and let h E Z(H) n Ker cp. Then 
hEZ(fH) = Z(fG) and hE Ker cpl. Our aim is to show that hEKer (p2. 
Because of (3.5) we have O=(h-l)cp,=(h-l)p,cp, and so 
(h-l)p,EKercp,. But h=hp,+y with y E Z(fG) n [fG] = 
Z(IH) n [rH]. Using this last module equality and (3.2) we get the com- 
mutative diagram 
O- Ker po- ZW -=+ f(Z(G)) - 0 
II II T 0 
0- Kerp,- WH) - f(Z(H)) - 0, 
with B the induced map. 
Because of the definition of po (3.2), we have (h) p,a = (h) o = (h) po. 
But (h - 1) po E Ker cpz = 3:, but (3:) 0-l = c:, where ct is the augmentation 
ideal of Z(H). From the above commutative diagram we have that 
f(Z(G)) = f(Z(H)), and so Z(H) is also an elementary abelian p-group 
[De]. But then Q/C: N Z(H); i.e., h = 1 and G ‘v H. 
481/96/2-7 
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APPENDIX 
Correction to “Units in Metabelian Group Rings: 
Non-splitting Examples for Normalized Units” [RS] 
It was pointed out to us by K. Sekiguchi, that the proof of Claim 6 lot. 
cit. is not correct. A correct proof, outlined below, may be given with the 
congruence subgroup theorem of Bass, Milnor and Serre [BMS], which is 
also the main technique in the present paper. G = H 3 C is a Frobenius 
group with 1 HI = p for a prime p > 7 and C cyclic of order m with 2 < m, 
and m divides p - 1. Claim 6 lot. cit. is part of 
PROPOSITION 2 [RS]: Zf cp: V(G) -+ G splits the natural inclusion of G 
into the normalized units in ZG, then cp renders the following diagram 
commutative: 
1 - I’,(G) - v(G) - V(C)----+ 1 
Moreover, V&G) c Ker cp’. 
Let us recall some of the definitions: 
V,(G)= (1 +y:yEI) t”>n VW, 
V,Z(G)={~+~:~E~J~~~}~V(G), 
and recall that for the induced augmentation ideal of H, we have 
and 
p pR ... R 
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Here R = Fix,(Z[ pfi]) and p is the unique prime in R above p. We 
denote by Rf’ the units in R congruent to 1 modulo p and set 
Then 
jQ= 
! 
Y 
1 
[ * 
. . 
1 I 
> 
m  
W,(G)= {UE V,(G):det(u)= l}, 
SV,z(G)= {UE V,~(G):det(u)= l}. 
We note that fi: c V,+(G), and so we have 
(i) (a) I/,(G) = wf. SV,(G) and 
(b) V,,2(G) = iT:. SV,z(G). 
We put 
Wcp’ I SvHcGJ = H;I G 
where c’ is a subgroup of C of order m’. 
Claim. m’ = 1. 
Proof: Put a=ppm’ and denote by E,(a) the elementary subgroup. 
Since, from the structure of h tG, we have E,(p) c SV,(G), and since every 
element in H ] c’ has order dividing pm’, we conclude 
E,(a) = Ker(cp’ lsvHcGJ. 
Now by the congruence subgroup theorem [BMS] we have 
Ir,(a): E,(a)1 G 2, 
since the only roots of unity in R are trivial; r,(a) denotes the congruence 
subgroup. However, r,(a) is normal in SV,(G), and since H 3 c’ does not 
have a normal subgroup of order 2, we conclude 
L(a) = Ker(cp’ 1 SVH(G)). 
In particular, SV,(G)/r,(a) maps onto H 3 C’. On the other hand, 
SV,(G)/r,,,(a) N SL,(R/m’R) x X, 
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where X is a p-group, as extension of SL(p/pp) and upper triangular 
matrices over ffp. Now SL,(R/m’R) is perfect and the map SV,(G) -+ C’ 
factors via SL,(R/m’R): hence m’ = 1. This proves the claim. 1 
Now Claims 7 and 8 in [RS] show 
(ii) Ker 4 3 SV,z(G), where @ = cp’ 1 S,,,,(GJ 
We are now in the position to conclude the proof of Proposition 2 [RS]: 
Let Im(cp la,?) = A. Then A is an abelian subgroup of G. Because of 
(i)(b) and (ii)-noting that V,z(G) is a normal subgroup in V,(G)-we 
conclude that A must be a normal subgroup in Im(cp 1 Y,,(Gj); i.e., A < H. 
But then in view of the claim, Im(cp 1 VH(Gj) = H, and the final statement in 
the proposition now follows from Claim 8 in [RS]. We mention that a 
number of further counterexamples to splitting (e.g., all alternating groups 
‘$I, with n > 8) have been given in this paper. 
It was shown by K. Sekiguchi that Proposition 2 is false for the sym- 
metric group on 3 letters. 
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